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- The use of a combinded embedded modulated scattering
technique, utilizing a PIN diode-loaded dipole probe, and near-Jield
microwave nondestructive testing technique, utilizing an open-ended
rectangular waveguide, hos been investigated as a means for
determining’ the complex dielectric constant in which the MSTprobe
is embedded. For this, theformulalion of the forwardproblem of
calculating the modulated refection coeflcient, measured a1 the
aperture of the waveguide, is presented here. This formulation is
based upon the reciprocity theorem /or two antennae, and utilizes
the near-field radiation pattern of a rectangular waveguide aperture
and current distribution along the length of a dipole antenna. This
formulation is veri/ied with measured values as a function of
location, load impedance andsurrounding media. Finally, potenlial
improvements, considerations, and the use of an inversion routine is
discussed.

a combined embedded PIN diode-loaded dipole probe and an
open-ended rectangular waveguide for the non-invasive
measurement and monitoring of local dielectric properties of
a material [22-251. Such a combined technique provides
several advantages over traditional microwave techniques.
The probe may be placed in critical locations, such as near a
rebar or composite joint, to allow for localized measurement
around such regions. This is possible, as the modulated
signal can be distinguished from signals due to surrounding
reflections. The signal-to-noise ratio of the modulated signal
may be increased by coherently averaging and synchronizing
the measurement. Finally, arrays of MST probes may be
utilized in order to more accurately or rapidly assess the
structure under test.
11. THEORETICAL FORMULATION

1. INTRODUCTION

Microwave nondestructive testing and evaluation
(NDT&E) techniques have been used extensively in the past
in the investigation of structures and materials used in several
industrial, aeronautic, naval and infrastructure areas [I].
These techniques have shown great success in detection of
several important parameters of cement-based materials, such
as mixing constituents, state of cure, and determination of the
presence of water and chloride ingress [2-81. Complex
composite sandwich structures and thick composite panels
have also been investigated using this technique, which has
also resulted in the capability of monitoring cure state of
epoxy resin, determination of the thickness or dielectric
properties of composite panels and detection of defects such
as impact damage, delaminations and disbonds [9-151.
Several other applications, such as detection of corrosion and
surface cracks in metals, determination of dielectric
properties of a materials, and analysis of complex layered
structures are also possible using microwave NDT techniques
[ 16-20].

The use of modulated scattering technique (MST) in
microwave measurements has found application in
microwave imaging, field mapping and antenna pattem
measurements [21]. In microwave NDT domain, this
technique has been used for online monitoring of conveyed
products. Recent work has investigated the potential of using
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For this investigation, a PIN diode-loaded dipole (i.e., the
MST probe) is embedded in a generally lossy half-space of
material with a relatively uniform dielectric constant, and
illuminated using an open-ended rectangular waveguide. The
relative dielectric constant, 4,of the material is a complex
value consisting of the permittivity (i.e., real part), which
represents the material’s ability to store microwave energy,
and the loss factor (i.e., imaginary part), which represents the
material’s ability to absorb microwave energy. This value is
based on the chemical composition of the material, and may
be used to determine the material or state of material under
test. Furthermore, dielectric mixing models may be used to
determine an effective dielectric constant for B material which
consists of a mixture of individual components, such as with
cement-based material [26]. Changes in this value will result
in a change in the reflection coefficient measured at the
aperture of the waveguide, which may be correlated to
changes in the material (e.g., ingress of water or chloride in
cement based materials), or presence of a defect (e.g.,
delamination in a composite panel).
Figure 1 shows the geometry of the embedded MST probe
illuminated by an open-ended rectangular waveguide. The
PIN diode is modulated using a low frequency (e.g. 0.5 Hz to
several Hz) square wave, which switches the probe between a
forward- and reverse-biased state. These two states have a
corresponding forward- and reverse-biased impedance, Z,
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and ZR, respectively, associated with the PIN diode at
microwave frequency. Thus, any signal incident upon the
MST probe will scatter and carry with it the modulation
waveform. This backscattered signal is measured as a
reflection coefficient at the aperture of the waveguide, in
addition to the static reflection due to the surrounding- media.

current distributions on the second antenna. The induced
EMF method assumes that the radiated fields from the first
antenna do not consider the presence of the second antenna,
and ideal current distributions due to a voltage or current fed
at the terminal port exist.
For this derivation, the waveguide aperture is taken to he
antenna 1, while the dipole is taken to be antenna 2. The
integral in equation (1) reduces to a line integral along the
al line of current present due
r terminal of the dipole. The
e dipole due to this voltage,
may be expressed in terms of an admittance
ution, Y&), along the length of the dipole, given as

,

(2)

Fig. 1. Schematic of an embedded MST probe illuminated by an
open-ended rectangular waveguide.

A . Coupling Between the Waveguide Aperture and Dipole
The formulation of the reflection coefficient measured at
the aperture of the waveguide can be obtained through
application of the reciprocity theorem [27-291. This theorem,
which may be applied in purely field, purely circuit or
combined circuit and field forms, allows for the coupling
between two antennae to be modeled as a mutual impedance
or admittance. For this, the field components radiated by one
antenna and the current distributions on the second antenna
are required. Furthermore, in order to be effective, both of
these components are relative to a terminal feed point of the
antenna, thus, both antennae require a well-defined port.
With an open-ended waveguide, this is the case when
considering modal analysis of the propagating fields within
the waveguide. For the MST probe, the port is defined as the
feed gap at the center of the dipole, to which the PIN diode
load is attached.
The combined circuit and field form of the Reaction
Theorem may be used to form an expression for the mutual
coupling between the two antennae as a mutual impedance.
This form is commonly referred to as the induced EMF
method [30], and is given as

where ZZ, is the mutual impedance between the waveguide
and the dipole, Illand lzzare the terminal port currents of the
first and second antennae, respectively, El and H , are the
fields radiated by the first antenna, and Jz and M2 are the

This current distribution can be calculated using the Method
21, using pulse basis functions and
The details regarding this
derivation is readily available and will not be discussed here
[33-351.
As only electric current exists on the dipole, it is only
necessary to find the radiated electric fields from the
waveguide aperture. Within the waveguide, the electric and
magnetic fields may be expressed as a set of modes, for
which an expression for the transverse electric and magnetic
fields exist. For a given mode, the aperture of the waveguide
may he considered a port by expressing the overall intensity
of the electric and magnetic fields as a voltage and current
term, respectively, which allows for the characteristic
impedance for the waveguide to be defined. It is convenient
to express this electric field as an orthonormal distribution
and corresponding overall electric field magnitude (i.e., VI,),
for which there is a corresponding orthonormal magnetic
field distribution and magnetic field magnitude (i.e., I,,). The
ratio of these two values gives the characteristic impedance
of the waveguide, Zo.
The incident electric field along the length of the dipole
can be expressed in terms of the overall magnitude of the
electric field at the aperture of the waveguide, VI,, and the
electric field radiated from the orthonormal electric field
distribution along the aperture of the waveguide, e'&)

Substituting equations (2) and (3) into equation (l), the
overall expression for the mutual impedance between the
waveguide aperture and the dipole can he expressed as

where Z,, is the impedance of the waveguide aperture without
the presence of the MST probe, and Z, is the input
impedance of the dipole. The input impedance of the
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waveguide aperture may either he measured from the material
under test at a location away from the MST probe, or
calculated from the dielectric constant of the material [18].
The input impedance of the dipole may be determined using
the Method of Moment formulation, as described earlier.

from which the reflection coefficient of the aperture can he
calculatedas

B. Circuit Representation

When using a modulated PIN diode loaded dipole, this
results in two reflection coefficients, rpand r,,associated
with the two states of the diode, due to the two impedances,
Z, and Z,, described above.

r z -Z," - zo

The relation between the waveguide aperture port and the
terminal port of the dipole may now be described as a twoport impedance network, as shown in Figure 2a. If the
material is linear, then the network will he reciprocal, and the
mutual impedance between the two antennae will be equal
(i.e., Z,, = Z,,) [29]. As this applies to most materials of
interest, it is assumed that this will he valid in this derivation.

111.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to verify the formulation above, reflection
coefficient measurements were made at 10 GHz using an XBand waveguide as a function of distance from an MST
probe. The coherent reflection coefficient was measured
using a calibrated HP-8510C vector network analyzer. The
MST probe consists of a dipole of length 1.5 cm and a radius
of 0.01 cm, centrally loaded with a commercially available
PIN diode. The forward- and reverse-biased impedance of
the diode at this frequency were approximately 10+j70 0 and
20-j20 0,respectively, which match typical values for the
diode used [37,38]. Using the network analyzer, the static
reflection coefficient at the aperture of the .waveguide was
measured to be r, = 0.2331-75.4".
Figures 3a and 3h shows the magnitudi: and phase of
forward- and reverse-biased reflection coefficient as a
function of distance between the MST probe and waveguide
aperture. As can he seen, there exist strong agreement
between the calculated and measured values within 1 cm
from the aperture of the waveguide. As the probe approaches
the aperture of the waveguide, the variations between the
measured and calculated values increase. In the formulation,
the effects of the flange as a ground plane on the dipole were
not considered. Thus, it is expected that the effects of
multiple reflections between the dipole and the waveguide are
the cause variation between the calculated and measured
values when the two are in close proximity. However, the
MST probe will typically he embedded deep enough in the
material to ignore the effects of multiple reflec:tions.

b

a

(7)

Z," + zo

C

Fig. 2. Schematic 01 an embedded MST probe illuminated by an
open-ended rectangular waveguide.
The reciprocal two-port impedance network may be easily
expressed as a T-network of impedances, as shown in Figure
2b [36]. The impedances associated with these can he
calculated from the network impedances Z,,, Z,, and Z,, as

Finally, when a load impedance is attached to port 2 (i.e.,
the center terminal of the dipole) as in Figure 2c, an
equivalent input impedance at the aperture of the waveguide
can be calculated as
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sensitivity analysis, has been performed, the technique
requires an accuate static reflection coefficient to be known.
Variations in this value may result in inaccurate calculations
of the modulated reflection coefficient.
The accuracy of the formulation above would benefit by
including the effects of multiple reflections between the
dipole and waveguide flange. This can be accomplished by
considering the flange as an infinite ground plane, which
would affect the current distribution along the dipole. Again,
the benefits of this consideration would be greatest when the
dipole and waveguide aperture are very near to one another,
with the affect decreasing rapidly as the dipole is located
farther away.
The choice of PIN diodes used may also improve the
sensitivity of this technique. Ideally, a PIN diode whose
forward- and reverse-biased states closely matched a short
and open, respectively, would be used. PIN diodes with the
very low package capacitance and impedance provide this,
and are also capable of operating at higher frequencies.
However, these types of diodes may not be as robust, and
may cost more, than diodes that operate at lower frequencies.
Finally, this formulation may be incorporated into an
inversion or root-finding routine, which may he used to
provide for an inverse technique of finding the dielectric
constant in which the MST probe is embedded from
reflection coefficient measurements. Such a technique would
need to be efficient in terms of the number of iterations
required to converge to a solution, as the calculation of the
forward problem requires significant computation time.
Also, convergence around a local minimum, rather than the
global solution, would need to be considered if such a
technique were implemented.
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